1.
Introduction Over the past decade, many projects in science, research and engineering have evolved into large-scale collaborations of organizations, through coordination and utilization of geographically dispersed computing resources over the network. Examples can be found in high-energy and nuclear physics, as well as in life sciences, climate research and other disciplines. Oftentimes, the simulation and/or analysis tasks are decomposed into subtasks, with allocation of proper computing resources on the Grid for each step of the workflow. At the same time, the computing medium of the Grid is heterogeneous, not only because of the differences among the resources made available by participating sites, but also in terms of service layers and details of the software stack configuration on each site. This obviously makes resource allocation a potentially challenging task. In addition, a userfriendly and coherent interface for the task submission, monitoring and output retrieval is one of core issues to be considered.
The workload management architecture described in this paper is based on the concept of "pilot jobs", or agents, which help achieve a degree of abstraction in dealing with heterogeneous distributed resources and centralize job submission and resource brokerage across different sites, as well as reduce latency in the payload job submission. By establishing a "hub" with which the pilot jobs communicate, it is possible to create a coherent monitoring system for the users. In addition, the pilot jobs help in data flow automation, whereby a job starts on a resource after the input data was moved pre-emptively. In the following, we shall use the PanDA system as a concrete implementation of the ideas presented above.
A brief history of PanDA workload management system
PanDA is the Production and Distributed Analysis system for the ATLAS experiment [1] , based on the concept of using pilot jobs to distribute and manage the workload. It was designed to meet the ATLAS requirements for a data-driven workload management system capable of operating at the LHC data processing scale. While the ATLAS project was the main driver for the development of PanDA, the latter can and does work as a general use workload management system and is not intrinsically constrained to the domain of high-energy or nuclear physics. The development of PanDA started in the summer of 2005, and since September 2006 PanDA has also been an important component of the US Open Science Grid program in just-in-time (pilot based) workload management. In October 2007 it was adopted by the ATLAS experiment as the main system for distributed production across the collaboration.
2.
PanDA workflow Jobs are submitted to PanDA via a simple client (currently written in Python language), by which users define job sets, their associated datasets as well as the input and output files. Job specifications are sent to the PanDA server via a secure HTTPS connection authenticated with a grid certificate proxy. The client API has been used to implement the PanDA front ends for ATLAS production, distributed analysis and US regional production. The PanDA server receives job requests from these sources and places it in a queue. A dedicated brokerage module operates on this queue to assign and prioritize work based of job type, priority, input data and its locality, available CPU resources and other criteria.
In the ATLAS use case scenario, allocation of job sets to sites is followed by the dispatch of the corresponding input datasets which is handled by a data service interacting with the ATLAS Distributed Data Management (DDM) system. Pre-placement of data is a strict precondition for job execution. Jobs are not released for processing until their input data has arrived to the site. When the data dispatch has finished, jobs are made available to a job dispatcher from which the pilot jobs can download them. The pilots are delivered to the worker nodes via a number of different independent scheduling systems. When a pilot is launched on a worker node, it contacts the job dispatcher and asks for an available job assignment. If there is one, it is dispatched immediately. If there is no job available at the moment, the pilot waits for a certain amount of time (currently set to one minute) and then repeats the request. If there is still no job available, the pilot will exit (cease to exist). For interactive analysis it is highly desirable to minimize latency from job submission to its execution, so it is important to note that the pilot dispatch mechanism largely avoids latency in the scheduling system by launching pilots ahead of time. The payload is received by the pilot not from the PanDA server itself, but by contacting a separate payload host, based on information given by the job dispatcher. A high-level view of the PanDA system is presented in figure 1 . Pilots carry a generic 'production' grid proxy with an additional 'pilot' VOMS attribute indicating a pilot job. Analysis pilots may use gLExec [2] to switch their identity to that of the job submitter on the worker node. 
3.
PanDA components
Core components
The following constitute the core components of the PanDA system:
• PanDA server. Central hub composed of several components that make up the core of PanDA.
• Panda DB. Database for PanDA (currently running on Oracle).
• Panda Client. PanDA job submission and interaction client.
• Pilot. Execution environment for PanDA jobs.
• AutoPilot. Pilot submission, management and monitoring system.
• SchedConfig. Database table used to configure resources.
• Monitor. Web based monitoring for PanDA operators and users.
• Logger. PanDA components log incidents via the standard Python logging module.
• Bamboo. Interface with the ATLAS production database.
Subsections 3.2 -3.4 will describe a few of these components in more detail
PanDA server
The PanDA server is implemented as a stateless multi-process REST web service with an Apache server instrumented with mod_python and with a database back-end (currently Oracle-based). The interaction with the clients is done via HTTP for passive read operations and HTTPS for active operations such as job submission and pilot interaction. Secure HTTPS is authenticated using grid certificates with the Apache mod_gridsite. The server consists of the following components:
• Task buffer. PanDA job queue manager which keeps track of all active jobs in the system.
• Brokerage. Matching of job attributes with site and pilot attributes. It manages the dispatch of input data to processing sites, and implements PanDA's data pre-placement requirement.
• Job dispatcher. Dispatcher receives requests for jobs from pilots and dispatches job payloads.
• Data service. Data dispatch to and retrieval from sites.
Pilot
To better adapt to a variety of Grid environments, pilot execution on the Worker Node starts with a wrapper script, which performs a number of preliminary checks (e.g. checks network connectivity), and downloads the site configuration from the SchedConfig database, before the main pilot code is downloaded. When the pilot is launched, it collects information about the worker node and sends it to the job dispatcher. If a matching job does not exist, the pilot will end. If a job does exist, the pilot will fork a separate thread for the job and start monitoring its execution.
For both successful and failed jobs, the pilot creates a job log (in the tarball format) of the remaining work directory and transfers it to the local storage element (SE). All output files and logs are available from the PanDA monitor (which is a separate component), which allows for fast access to logs of production and user jobs which is important for debugging. Since the logs will not be available in the case of transfer problems during stage-out, debugging will rely on the pilot error reported to the dispatcher (error code and a relevant extract of the payload and pilot log files) and the batch system log which contains the pilot log as well as all standard output messages that were printed after the job log was created.
AutoPilot
AutoPilot is a generic implementation of the PanDA pilot and pilot-scheduler for use in varied environments, including both ATLAS-specific and general pilots and schedulers. It governs the submission of pilots to target sites (currently via Condor-G [3] , although other methods are possible). AutoPilot is using a number of database tables to automatically manage information on queues, pilot wrappers, etc. One of these tables is the SchedConfig table that holds information about queue configurations. For example, pilot submission to a site that experiences a problem can easily be turned off by updating its status in the database. Doing so will effectively remove the site from production by shifting the workload. Many other site configurations can quickly be updated through this table as well. The AutoPilot can also provide a pilot implementation that contains no ATLAS specific content and can therefore be adapted to a different research domain.
4.
Security PanDA services use the standard GSI model of authentication and authorization based on X509 grid certificates, which is implemented via OpenSSL and secure https. Interactions with the PanDA server require secure HTTPS for anything other than passive read actions. The Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS) attributes of the certificate proxy are checked to ensure that the user is a member of a virtual organization that is authorized for PanDA use. The authenticated user's distinguished name is part of the metadata of a PanDA job, so the user id is known and tracked throughout PanDA operations. Execution of production jobs and file management relies on production certificates, with the pilot carrying a special 'pilot' VOMS role to control its rights. Analysis jobs also run under a production proxy unless gLExec is employed in identity switching mode. The gLExec is a tool provided by the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) [4] project which runs the payload under the identity of the end-user. Optional gLExec based identity change on the worker node to submitter identity for user jobs is currently under testing and its full description is beyond the scope of this paper. 
5.
The pilot factory
Pilot submission rate and its possible limitations
The used PanDA framework places no restrictions on the mechanism by which pilots are disseminated. When PanDA was originally introduced, the US ATLAS production has been primarily using Condor-G [3] to schedule pilots across site boundaries. At times of peak load, this mechanism may encounter scalability issues due to limited rate at which Globus-controlled gatekeepers [5] handle submissions (note that this concerns "pre-web services" version of the Globus software, which is the only widely supported production version in ATLAS and other experiments). In our experience, an instance of the gatekeeper deployed at the RHIC and ATLAS Computing Facility (RACF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory would sometimes achieve the throughput limits at rates of the order of one submission per second. With future increases in user jobs submission rates, often seen in complex projects like ATLAS, higher pilot flow is likely to be needed to service and prepare these jobs, leading to heavier traffic. Aiming for a more scalable pilot dissemination, a distributed scheduling approach based on Condor's glidein mechanism [6] has been. Details are to be covered below after a brief overview of Condor system.
Condor basics
The description of the Condor system can be found in [6] and should be referenced for description of Condor-specific terms. Here we present a very basic outline of its operation. First, users submit jobs to the job queue on the machine chosen for that purpose (the so-called schedd process), which is typically run locally. They supply job descriptions containing criteria for matching jobs with available nodes (which may include machine memory and multiple other requirements). The schedd process then publishes the job information to the in-memory database (Condor collector). In the meantime, Condor virtual machines (startd), previously distributed over the available computing nodes, advertise their associated machine profiles including system configurations, runtime status, and matching preferences to the collector. With Condor collector having information from both the job queue and the machines constituting the computing resource, Condor negotiator then executes a match-making algorithm and determines the match. Jobs are then dispatched correspondingly.
The Condor schedd mechanism
As described above, a basic Condor-managed resource pool consists of a job queue containing submitted user jobs, a central manager responsible for collecting pool status information and performing match-making algorithm, and one or many distributed virtual machines (i.e. startd's) that represent the available resources. Since the Condor system is highly modular, it is possible to distribute parts of Condor functionality as needed (performed by a subset of Condor daemons) across the network, and thus to expand the local resource. A "Condor glidein" generally refers to the startd and its functionally-dependent daemons -together serving as a virtual machine -that is dynamically installed and executed on a remote resource. Glidein startd thus becomes an abstraction of the remote host machine and advertises itself to the local pool database (i.e. collector) such that the remote resource effectively joins the local pool and become accessible to the local user in a way identical to the basic Condor mode of operation.
The schedd glidein
The schedd-based glidein, similar to the dynamically deployed Condor virtual machines mentioned previously, is accomplished by remotely installing and executing a subset of Condor daemons functioning as a dynamic job queue. It is pre-configured to advertise itself to the local (to the user) resource pool and consequently is incorporated as part of the local Condor system while in fact running remotely on an external site. Typically, the schedd glidein is deployed on a remote Globusenabled machine where the glidein operates as a port that redirects Condor jobs to site's native batch system. The job now goes through the schedd glidein to the remote batch system instead of the Globus jobmanager (as is the case in the traditional Condor-G/Globus model), while the remote batch system is still responsible for the eventual resource allocations. In case where the remote site also uses Condor system for job management, the glidein can simply perform job forwarding via the so-called Condor-C mechanism. Condor-C stands for "Condor-toCondor", and is designed to interconnect two or more independent Condor-managed resource pools. Using Condor-C, jobs are redirected from one job queue (client schedd) to another job queue (server schedd), which ties to an external resource domain. In this manner, multiple Condor pools are effectively joined together, expanding the available resource.
Glidein schedd, when compared to the job submission scenario in Condor-G, works similarly to the role of Globus jobmanger in the sense that it also serves as a medium that bridges different resource domains. However, they operate in a fundamentally different way: the glidein schedd, being functionally identical to the local schedd, does not involve the Globus GRAM channel that constantly performs job monitoring, control, and other status message exchange. Because of that factor, Condor and Globus have job execution overhead of a different scale, which translates into a lower load on the headnode in case of Condor. A general diagram of schedd glidein is given in figure 2 . 
The concept of the Pilot Factory
The Pilot Factory is in essence a pilot-generating system that uses a dynamic job queue as gateway to dispatch pilots to the remote site from within the site's perimeter. The factory first deploys glidein schedds to the head node(s) of the participating sites. This is followed by Pilot Generator submitting pilot jobs directly to these glideins, from which they are then forwarded the native batch system. Pilot Factory consists of three major components:
1. A glidein launcher, responsible for the dynamic deployment of glideins to eligible sites 2. A glidein monitor that detects occasional failures due to site's temporary downtimes, upon which it then invokes the glidein launcher to perform another glidein deployment 3. A pilot generator that disseminates pilots through the schedd glideins running on remote resources. Depending on the modality of Condor services and the glidein job queue, the pilot generator can either run locally on any of the user's Condor-managed resources or remotely on the head node that manages the remote site resource pool. Similar rationale can be applied to both the glidein launcher and monitor; that is, each component can be run on different machines since they are essentially service layers operating on top of Condor. From the architectural perspective, Pilot Factory is a decentralized subsystem of PanDA with the flexibility in implementation and deployment of each individual factory component. The current implementation of schedd glidein still relies upon the service of Globus software for its initial setup in that the glidein deployment is achieved via two consecutive Condor-G jobs: the first job, a systemsetup job, locates and installs platform-dependent binaries on the designated head node, generates a proper configuration file for the schedd-related daemons and a startup script to be used by the followup job. That is followed by the launch of a startup job that runs the script staged previously to invoke Condor daemons. Once the glidein is deployed on the remote resource, pilots flow through the glidein as an intermediary to the remote site resources using solely Condor mechanisms. In this model, Globus software will only be needed to serve occasional glidein requests and thus is fully decoupled from the pilot traffic.
Finally, Condor schedd daemon not only has the capability of linking with another instance of Condor schedd but it can also interface with other batch system types (e.g. PBS, LSF, etc) when properly configured. When using that feature, glideins are hiding the heterogeneity of site infrastructure and present the pilot generator with a uniform submission portal. Glideins can be deployed on demand and can be dynamically uninstalled when needed. This fits well with the philosophy of the pilot-based PanDA framework, with its emphasis of achieving a degree of resource abstraction.
Experience with the Pilot Factory and future work

